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WHAT IS DIRECTSHOW 
DirectShow is an architecture for streaming media on the Windows platform. DirectShow provides 

for high-quality capture and playback of multimedia streams. It is the replacement for Microsoft’s 

earlier Video for Windows technology. 

DirectShow is based on the Component Object Model (COM). DirectShow provides the components 

you need to build a multimedia stream applications. It provides a common interface for media 

across various programming language, and is an extensible, filter-based framework that can render 

or record media files on demand at the request of the user or developer. It is designed for C++. It 

also simplifies media playback, format conversion, and capture task. At the same time, it provides 

access to the underlying stream control architecture for applications that require custom solutions. 

You can also create own DirectShow components to support new formats or custom effects. 

Directshow divides a complex multimedia task into a sequence of fundamental processing steps 

known as filters. Each filter – which represents one stage in the processing of the data – has input 

and/or output pins that may be used to connect the filter to other filters. The generic nature of this 

connection mechanism enables filters to be connected in various ways so as to implement different 

complex functions. To implement a specific complex task, a developer must first build a filter graph 

by creating instances of the required filters, and then connecting the filters together. 

There are three main types of filters: 

- Source filters 

These provide the source stream of data. For example, reading raw bytes from any media 

file, 

- Transform filters 

These transform data that is provided from other filter’s output. For example, doing a 

transform such as adding text on top of video or uncompressing an MPEG frame. 

- Renderer filters 

These render the data. For example, sending audio to the sound card, drawing video on the 

screen or writing data to a file. 

During the rendering process, the filter graph searches the windows registry for registered filters and 

builds its graph of filters based on the locations provided. After this, it connects the filters together, 

and, at the developer’s request, executes (i.e. plays, pauses, stop, etc) the created graph. 

DirectShow filter graphs are widely used in video playback as well as for video and audio recording, 

editing, encoding, transcoding or network transmission of media. Interactive tasks such as DVD 

navigation may also be controlled by DirectShow. 



GRAPH EDIT 

 

DirectShow provides a debugging utility called GraphEdit, which you can use to create and test filter 

graphs.  

GraphEdit is a visual tool for building filter graphs. With GraphEdit, you can experiment with a filter 

graph before you write any application code. You can also load a filter graph that your application 

creates, to verify that your application is building the correct graph. If you develop a custom filter, 

GraphEdit provides a quick way to test it: Simply load a graph with your custom filter and try running 

the graph. If you are new to DirectShow, GraphEdit is a good way to become familiar with filter 

graphs and the DirectShow architecture.   

Filters are displayed as boxes, with a text caption showing the name of the filter. Pins appear as 

small squares along the edge of the filter. Input pins are shown on the left side of the filter, and 

output pins are on the right side of the filter. A pin connection appears as an arrow connecting the 

output pin to the input pin. Connection mediatypes can be viewed as “properties” on pins and 

connections. GraphEdit can automatically build a filter graph that plays a file. 

With GraphEdit, you can: 

- Create and modify filter graphs using a visual, drag-and-drop interface. 

- Simulate programmatic calls to build a graph. 

- Run, pause, stop, and seek a graph. 

- See what filters are registered on your computer, and view registry information for each 

filter.  

- View filter property pages. 

- View the media types of pin connections. 

PREPARING DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

Header File 
All DirectShow applications use the header file Dshow.h. You can include in your header file. 

#include<Dshow.h> 



Library Files 
Directshow uses the static library files below: 

- Strmiids.lib : Exports class identifiers (CLSIDs) and interface identifiers (IIDs). 

- Quartz.lib : Exports the AMGetErrorText function. If you do not call this function, this library 

is not required 

To use the static library, you can follow the instructions below: 

1. Right click on your project, choose References... 

2. In the Property Pages Window, Choose Configuration Properties -> Linker -> Input. 

 
3. In the Additional Dependencies field, choose Edit. 

4. Type Strmiids.lib and Quartz.lib, and then click OK. 



  
5. After that, click Apply on Property Pages Window, and then click OK. 

CREATING VIDEO AND AUDIO PLAYER IN ONE APPLICATION 

Filter Graph Manager 
Here is the plan about how we build a video and audio player application.  

1. We create a filter graph manager instance that returns IgraphBuilder object. This object 

using CLSID_IFilterGraph class ID. 

2. We add IMediaControl, ImediaEventEx, ImediaSeeking, and IfilterGraph2 interfaces into the 

filter graph manager, so the filter can control (i.e., play, pause, stop) the data flow between 

filters, get the event messages, set the position of the video or audio, and render source 

filter’s pins to the existing renderers. 

3. If there is an unconnected renderer, then remove it from filter graph. This allow us to play a 

music only file, because the application will remove the video renderer. 

4. Make Play, Pause, Stop function to control the player.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Now we start from creating the user interface of the video player. So here is the preview: 

 

First, we create the Win32 project using Visual Studio 2010. Here is step by step how to make a 

Win32 project: 

1. Choose File->New->Project 

2. On New Projec t window, choose Visual C++->Win32 Project, enter the name of the project 

(in my case, the project name is VideoPlayer2), and then click OK. 

3. On Win32 Application Wizard window, choose Next. After that, we choose Windows 

application of application type, and then check Empty project. And then click Finish. 

Now we have to make a .cpp file. Here is how to make a .cpp file: 

1. Right click on source files folder, choose Add->New Item. 

2. In Add New Item window, choose Visual C++->C++ File (.cpp), enter the name of the file (in 

this case, my file name is VideoPlayer.cpp), and then click Add. 

After we make a .cpp file, we make the header file. Here is how to make header (.h) file: 

1. Right click on header files folder, choose Add->New Item. 

2. In Add New Item window, choose Visual C++->Header File (.h), enter the name of the file (in 

this case, my file name is VideoPlayer.h), and then click Add. 

Now we can code in our .cpp file. First step is we make a main function. In this main function, we 

initialize COM object, register the window class, and then get message from application with loop. 

Here is the code of main function: 



 

 

 

Now we handle the message that received by the application. We make CALLBACK function called 

WndProc. We handle every command or message by using switch case selection. Here is the code: 



 

 

 

 

 



Making a DirectShow application, it means that you have to make filter graph manager. To create 

filter graph manager instance, we need create an IGraphBuilder object with IFilterGraph Class ID. 

After that, we add interfaces to the filter graph manager to give control to filter graph manager of 

data flow between filters. The interfaces are IMediaControl, IMediaEventEx, IMediaSeeking, and 

IFilterGraph2. IMediaControl has methods to play, pause, and stop the data flow. IMediaEventEx has 

methods to get event from filters. IMediaSeeking has methods to set the position of the video. 

IFilterGraph2 has method to render source filter’s pins to the existing renderers. Here is the code: 

 

We already have our filter graph manager. Now it’s time to add the filters. We need Source Filter, 

Video Mixing Renderer 9, and Directshow Sound Renderer. This is the code about how to add Source 

Filter to the graph: 

 

And then we create VMR9 instance, set its rendering mode, give it control, and then add it to filter 

graph manager. Here is the code: 

 

 



Now we create sound renderer instance and add it to filter graph. Here is the code: 

 

After we get all the filters into the graph, now we have to connect the filter’s pins. We enumerate 

the source filter’s pin and then render it to the existing renderer. Here is the code: 

 

Because the file that we would play could be a sound or a video file, then we have to check whether 

the renderer is connected or not. If it is not connected, then remove it from filter graph. So here is 

the code: 



 

The code of RemoveUnconnectedRenderer() function is : 

 

 



We finish making our filter graph. Now we have to make functions to control the filter graph 

manager, which is play, pause, stop, and rewindtostart. Here is the code: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When application get an event from filter graph, then it call HandleGraphEvent function. Here is the 

code of HandleGraphEvent function: 



 

When the filter graph gets the event from filter, it invokes to OnGraphEvent Callback function. And 

then it frees the event parameters. OnGraphEvent handle what application must do when an event 

occurred. Here is the code of OnGraphEvent: 

 

 

 

 

 

We already make a filter graph that can play a video or audio. Now we make a function that handle 

user interaction and other functions, like OnPaint, OnFileOpen, OnSize, Repaint, 

UpdateVideoWindow, DisplayModeChanged, DestroyGraph, and Notifyerror. Here is the code: 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

After we add code to VideoPlayer.cpp, now we add code to VideoPlayer.h. This file contains global 

variable and function prototypes. Here is the code: 



 

 

We also have to add resource file (VideoPlayer2.rc and resource.h).  This file is to make the user 

interface of our program. Here is the code of VideoPlayer2.rc: 



 



 

And here is the code of resource.h: 

 

CLOSING 
That is the way of how we make a Directshow Video and Audio Player. I hope this module can help 

you to understand about DirectShow. 
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